2. We develop computationally efficient graphical goodness of fit checks and measures of overdispersion for 13 binomial N-mixture models. These checks are illustrated in a case study, and evaluated in simulations 14 under two scenarios. The two scenarios assume overdispersion in the abundance distribution via a 15 negative binomial distribution or in the detection probability via a beta-binomial distribution. We 16 evaluate the ability of the checks to detect lack of fit, and how lack of fit affects estimates of abundances. detecting lack of fit when the abundance distribution is overdispersed, but struggled to detect lack of fit 21 when detections were overdispersed. We show that the inability to detect lack of fit due to overdispersed 
N-mixture models are a suite of models for abundance data obtained from repeat count surveys at multiple where the draw for each site is independent, λ i is describing the mean abundance in site i which can be 104 a function of covariates, and θ is an optional parameter for overdispersion in the abundance distribution.
105
In most applications, g is modelled as either a Poisson, a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP), or as a negative 106 binomial distribution. We will focus on these three mixtures in this paper. For the ZIP mixture we use the where p it is the detection probability associated with finding an individual that is present at site i at visit 113 t and which may vary according to site or visit specific covariates. The design idea underlying this model 114 is that counts are conducted during repeat visits to each site during a period of time for which the local 115 abundance is closed so that at each visit all individuals are present but only a fraction is detected.
116
Sometimes additional variation in detection is allowed for by letting
where the p it are independently distributed according to a beta distribution
resulting in a beta-binomial detection model. The specific parameterisation in the above equation ensures 119 that p it is the mean detection probability and that the standard deviation of p it scales linearly with δ and is 120 equal to δ p it (1 − p it ), with 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1. 
Checking for over-dispersion and goodness of fit

122
N-mixture models rely on several crucial assumptions that include population closure within sites at repeat 123 visits (i.e. that the population size N remains the same across visits), specific parametric distributions for the 124 detection process and the distribution of abundance as well as functional assumptions about covariate effects.
125
Checking the fit and assumptions of hierarchical models is difficult in general because distributional and is also easy to check, for example usingplots (Warton et al. 2016 ).
145
The normality of rq residuals is achieved by randomization: For a random count variable z with cumulative 146 distribution function (CDF) F , they are defined by
where Φ −1 is the inverse of the standard normal CDF and u is a value randomly generated from a uniform the randomized-quantile residuals can be easily computed using the definition above (eq. 1).
158
For beta-binomial detection models the marginal distribution is to our knowledge not available in closed form 159 but can be computed by numeric summation over N using
where K is large enough that the contribution from larger N can be ignored, F BetaBin is the CDF of the 161 beta-binomial, and P i (N ) is the probability that the abundance at site i is equal to N given by the abundance 
164
A property of the marginal rq residuals computed from an N-mixture model is that residuals from the same 165 site are not independent because the counts are not. Hence they should not be used directly inplots 166 which assume independent observations. However sets of residuals containing only one residual from each site 167 are independent in the same way that sets of counts are, and separateplots can be drawn for each set.
168
Since there is one marginal rq residual per observation, they can be plotted against visit specific detection 169 covariates as well as against site specific covariates. The second type of residuals we propose is defined from the marginal distribution of the sum of the counts 172 within each site y Si = t y it . The marginal CDF for the site sums can be computed numerically using 
where P Bin is the probability function of the Binomial distribution. The same computation may be used for 7 beta-binomial detection models by replacing P Bin with P BetaBin . 
Measures of overdispersion
192
The parametric bootstrap procedure used to check goodness of fit mentioned above has also been used to and whose behaviour we will explore in simulations in a later section.
201
For measures of discrepancy between the observed data and a fitted model we use chi-square type statistics 202 based on Pearson residuals which have the form (Hilbe 2011):
where V is the variance of the observations O and E is its expectation. The statistic differs from the standard 204 chi-square statistic which has the form
The former collapses to the latter when the variance is equal to the mean, such as when O are counts from 
Marginalĉ
213
For the marginal measure of overdispersion we use the chi-square statistic based on Pearson residuals (eq. 3)
214
computed over each observation:
The general expression for the variance of the counts with beta-binomial detection is
where E(N i ) and V (N i ) are the mean and variance given by the abundance mixture (a derivation of this formula 217 is given in Appendix 1). For the simplest case with Poisson distributed abundances (E(
and binomial detection (δ = 0) the variance reduces to
M we define the marginal overdispersion measure as
where n p is the number of parameters of the model and RT is the product of the number of sites and the 221 number of visits, i.e. the total number of counts.
222
Site-sumĉ
223
We define the site-sum measure of overdispersion by computing the chi square statistic (eq. 3) for Pearson 224 residuals of the summed counts across sites:
The variance of the summed counts in the above equation is
From this we define the site-sum measure of overdispersion by again dividing by the number of terms in the 227 sum (R) less the number of parameters (n p ):
Case study: Northern shoveler
229
To illustrate the performance of the residuals and overdispersion metrics above, we analyse data from a beta-binomial (BB) detection. Hereafter the models will sometimes be referred to using abbreviations such as 237 BB-ZIP with prefix denoting the detection modeland suffix denoting the abundance distribution. All models 238 included two covariates for abundance, the log transformed total area of water at the wetland representing 239 its size and the latitude of the wetland, and two covariates for detection, the date of the survey and the 240 percentage of reed cover at the wetland as a proxy for visibility. All covariates were introduced as linear 241 functions on the log (abundance) and logit scale (detection) and were standardized to mean 0 and standard 242 deviation 1 prior to analyses. We fitted models with binomial detection using the R-package unmarked (Fiske
243
& Chandler 2011) and models with beta-binomial detection using custom code.
244
The N-mixture model as implemented in unmarked approximates the likelihood by truncating an infinite sum 
Simulations
282
To investigate the properties of our goodness of fit checks, and how they relate to potential bias in parameter Figure 1: Estimates and 95% confidence intervals for intercepts and covariates coefficients for abundance (left panels) and detection (right panels) of the models fitted to Northern shoveler data. Prefix B and BB refers to, respectively binomial and beta-binomial detection models. Suffix P, ZIP and NB refers to Poisson, zero-inflated Poisson, and negative binomial abundance mixtures. Estimates under the NB mixtures are unstable and not maximum likelihood estimates. Truncated point estimates are given in gray for K=400 for those models, but confidence intervals are omitted. the BB-P model was fitted using custom R-code.
295
In addition, we fitted a second set of models that were identical to the ones described above except for 296 the addition of a single covariate for abundance. The covariate was generated from a standard normal 297 distribution and was used in the fitted models but was unrelated to the simulated data. In the second scenario we explored the effects of overdispersion in detection relative to the binomial distribution.
313
The setup in this scenario is similar to the setup in scenario 1, except that we used a Poisson abundance 314 mixture and a beta-binomial detection model to simulate data (i.e. a BB-P model). We varied δ, i.e. the 315 amount of variation in the detection probability, from 0 to 1/ √ 5. The upper bound was chosen so that the 316 distribution of the detection probability has an interior mode for all values of δ except for δ = 1/ √ 5 where 317 the mode is at 0. We fitted the same models as in scenario 1. 
Simulation results: scenario 1 319
Nearly all model fits converged and were stable with respect to K in this scenario (Fig. 4a) . As expected,
320
fitting the true B-NB model provided the least bias, nearly nominal confidence interval coverage for the 321 covariate effect,ĉ measures close to 1, and rejected the normality test for the rq residuals in proportion to 322 the alpha level (Fig. 4) .
323
The B-P, B-ZIP and BB-P models strongly underestimated abundance for high levels of overdispersion with 324 a relative bias of less than -50% for the B-P, B-ZIP and BB-P models (Fig. 4c) . The strongest bias was given 325 by the BB-P model. These levels of bias are of similar magnitude to estimates not adjusted for detection,
326
which had a relative bias of around -60%. Overdispersion also led to poor confidence interval coverage for the 327 spurious covariate effect, except when fitting the correct model (Fig. 4d) .
328
Lack of fit relative to the true B-NB model was readily identified by AIC in the simulations (Fig. 4b) .
329
Absolute lack of fit was similarly well identified byĉ M andĉ S but the latter estimates of overdispersion were 330 higher ( Fig. 4e and f) . Considerable bias in the abundance estimates (more than 30%) was associated with 331 averageĉ M andĉ S as low as 1.5.
332
Normality tests of the site-sum rq residuals rejected incorrect models at high rates (Fig. 4g ), but observation 333 rq residuals had considerably lower power (Fig. 4h) . Marginal overdispersion measure. f) Site-sum overdispersion measure. g) Proportion of simulations for which a normality test (Shapiro) computed from site-sum rq residuals was rejected at the 10% level. h) Proportion of simulations for which a normality test (Shapiro) computed observation rq residuals was rejected at the 10% level.
Most model fits in scenario 2 converged and were stable with respect to K, except under the B-NB model 336 that failed for almost all simulated data sets when δ > 0.2 (Fig. 5a) . Properties of the model fits like bias, 337 coverage etc. were computed only from fits that converged and were stable with respect to K.
338
The B-NB model, when it converged, strongly overestimated abundance even for small amounts of variation 339 in the detection probability, while the B-P and B-ZIP models strongly overestimated abundance when the 340 variation in detection probability was larger (Fig. 5c) . The correct beta-binomial Poisson model (BB-P) 341 provided unbiased estimates. Confidence intervals for the spurious covariate had acceptable coverage for 342 moderate variation in the detection probability but declined as that variability increased except under the 343 correct model (Fig. 5d ).
344
The overdispersion measuresĉ M andĉ S performed similarly in detecting lack of fit. They were unable to 345 indicate lack of fit of the strongly biased B-NB model but did increase for the B-P and B-ZIP models as 346 the variation in the detection probability increased (Fig. 5e and f) . However, even when abundance was 347 estimated at twice its true value (100% relative bias) under these models, the overdispersion measures were 348 only around 1.5. These metrics therefore struggled to indicate lack of fit, and overdispersion metrics only 349 slightly larger than 1 could correspond to very strong bias in estimated abundance.
350
Normality tests of rq residuals similarly failed to detect lack of fit for small to moderate variation in the 351 detection probability. For large variation in the detection probability the test of the observation rq residuals 352 did often detect lack of fit and had better power than the test of the marginal rq residuals (Fig. 5g and h ).
353
AIC had better performance in determining relative lack of fit of the B-P and B-ZIP model in relation to the 354 true BB-P model, but was unable to distinguish between the B-NB model and the true model (Fig 5b) . values. Because of this it is difficult to distinguish between overdispersion in the detection probability and 367 overdispersion in abundance. The only chance to separate between them is therefore to resort to more subtle
368
properties of the models given by their higher order moments.
369
This explains why the overdispersion measuresĉ M andĉ S cannot detect lack of fit in scenario 2 since they only 
375
The above approximation also suggests that the BB-P model could underestimate abundance and provide a 376 decent fit to data that are generated from a B-NB model with the same moments as long as δ 2 < p/(λ − λp). and detection with a much higher abundance than the BB-P model would suggest. while not accounting for random variation in the detection probability leads to overestimating abundance.
397
In our simulations, site-sum rq residuals and marginal and site-sum overdispersion measures were effective 398 in detecting lack of fit caused by overdispersion in the abundance mixture. However, average values of the 399 overdispersion metrics as small as 2 or less corresponded to underestimating abundance by 30% on average.
400
We found detecting lack of fit due to overdispersion in the detection probability to be more challenging. Lack 401 of fit of a binomial detection model due to random variation in the detection probability among sites and 402 visits was only reliably detected at levels of overdispersion where bias was already large. Rq residuals and 403 overdispersion metrics had no power to detect lack of fit of the negative binomial model even when abundance 404 was overestimated by over 300%, but had some power to detect lack of fit of the binomial Poisson and ZIP 405 models for high variability in the detection probability. Like for lack of fit due to overdispersion in abundance,
406
small values of the overdispersion metrics can correspond to strong bias in estimated abundance.
407
Problems with detecting lack of fit due to variation in the detection probability occur despite the fact that we detecting lack of fit due to variation in the detection probability could be designed, this will be a hard and so that resorting to arguably subtle properties of the models would be required to identify abundance.
430
The bias of the N-mixture model under mis-specification depends on parameter values. We used a moderately 431 low detection probability (p = 0.25) and a high abundance (λ = 10) in our simulations. The moment matching 432 suggests that if the detection probability is higher or abundances lower, the biases will be smaller and the such an approach is not reliable. In scenario 1, estimated detection probabilities under models ignoring 437 overdispersion in abundance were much higher than the detection probabilities used to simulate the data.
438
Our suggestion is to instead fit multiple N-mixture models with and without overdispersion to the same data.
439
In the parameter region where the N-mixture model is more robust, the different models are expected to 440 provide similar although not necessarily identical estimates. In cases where the different models give similar 441 abundances and fit the data well, the estimation issues discussed here may therefore be less of a problem.
442
Variability in the detection probability led to failure of the negative binomial N-mixture model such that 
448
The goodness of fit checks discussed here for binomial N-mixture models are easily extended to multinomial 
